
ReversingLabs is the industry leader in enterprise scale file 
intelligence, hunting and analysis. Tanium is a single point of control 
to manage and secure endpoints. The two companies have 
developed a joint solution that seamlessly integrates file reputation 
intelligence with Tanium output so security teams have the latest 
malware data to accelerate triage and response.

By providing authoritative file intelligence to Tanium Threat Response 
in real-time, it’s now significantly easier to quickly detect suspicious 
and malicious files on endpoints. This means security teams can 
better prioritize and accelerate their response to advanced threats.

•  Reduce noise and triage effectively by accurately detecting suspicious 
files and malware on endpoints

•  Analyzes all file hashes from endpoints in real time to provide timely 
and accurate endpoint data

•  Comprehensive view powered by ReversingLabs 10 billion authoritative 
file reputation cloud that includes the world's largest whitelist and 
blacklist

•  Analysis helps SOC teams prioritize and respond effectively utilizing 
Tanium Threat Response

Solution Highlights

ReversingLabs Enhances Tanium with
Industry-Leading File Reputation
ReversingLabs Accelerates Identification and Response to Threats
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ReversingLabs integrates with Tanium Threat Response to determine file reputation and 
support deep file analysis for threat hunting.  Our plug-and-play integration allows you to 
instantly determine reputation and obtain critical metadata through automatic file 
submissions. Combined with the A1000 Malware Analysis and Threat Hunting Solution, 
analysts are able to gain a deep understanding of files that are of particular interest.

•  File hashes are forwarded from Tanium Threat Response to ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud to 
automatically identify both goodware and malware.

•  TitaniumCloud’s file intelligence service looks up hashes against the authoritative whitelist and 
blacklist database that includes reputation information on over 10 billion files and returns file 
reputation intelligence.

•  Tanium uses the results supplied by ReversingLabs to identify malware present on endpoints 
and to enrich data to accelerate triage and response. 

•  Files can be submitted to the A1000 Malware Analysis Platform for deep static analysis 
providing detailed classification and custom protection using YARA rules.
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ReversingLabs is the leading provider of explainable threat intelligence solutions that dissect 
complex file-based threats for enterprises stretched for time and expertise. Its hybrid-cloud 
Titanium Platform enables digital business resiliency, protects against new modern 
architecture exposures, and automates manual SOC processes with a transparency that arms 
analysts to confidently take action and hunt threats.


